Rational engineering of a DNA glycosylase specific for an unnatural cytosine:pyrene base pair.
A novel site-specific cytosine DNA glycosylase has been rationally engineered from the active site scaffold of the DNA repair enzyme uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG). UDG, which operates by a nucleotide flipping mechanism, was first converted into a sequence nonspecific cytosine DNA glycosylase (CDG) by altering the base-specific hydrogen bond donor-acceptor groups in the active site. A second mutation that renders UDG defective in nucleotide flipping was then introduced, and the double mutant was rescued using a substrate with a "preflipped" cytosine base. Substrate-assisted flipping was engineered by incorporation of an unnatural pyrene nucleotide wedge (Y) into the DNA strand opposite to the target cytosine. This new enzyme, CYDG, can be used to target cleavage of specific cytosine residues in the context of a C/Y base pair in any DNA fragment.